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Abstract— With such a big volume of data growing 

tremendously every day, the storage of information, support 

and maintenance have become difficult. To create easiness to 

manage information, database management system is used. A 

further level of difficulty is added by the variety of data being 

captured. The data stored and updated regular base, is in 

different forms, which is not easy to be stored and queried 

using relational database. There are many databases 

commonly, relational and non-relational. Relational 

databases usually work with structured data and non-

relational databases works with semi structured data. 

MongoDB is an example of non-relational database. In this 

paper, information on MongoDB is described and compared 

to the MySQL relational database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

MongoD is developed by MongoDB, Inc., which is open-

source database. MongoDB stores data in JSON-like 

documents. These documents can be varying in structure. 

Related information can be stored together for fast query 

access through the MongoDB query language. MongoDB 

uses runtime schemas, which helps to create records without 

first defining the structure of database. Structure includes 

attributes or the data types. We can modify the structure by 

adding or removing attributes. This model provides easy way 

to store arrays and other complex structures which represents 

hierarchical relationship. MongoDB is designed with high 

availability and scalability includes replication and auto-

sharding [3]. In this paper, we have compared both MySQL 

and MongoDB on the platform of supermarket application. 

The Supermarket Management System manages the sales 

activity. It maintains the records of stock details, sales done 

for a particular month/year etc. In manual system user takes 

lot of time for sales activity. Whereas this system takes less 

time for calculation and any other sales activity. The data can 

be stored in the database. This software reduces the paper 

work, so that user can spend extra time for monitoring the 

supermarket[3][4]. Though MongoDB is more applicable to 

large databases, we took it for supermarket data for 

simplicity. 

II. ARCHITECTURE 

Single instance or standalone operation is supported by 

MongoDB. High performance of replication with automated 

failure handling is provided by the replica sets. Large data 

sets are divided over different machines by Sharded Clusters, 

which are transparent to users [6]. Replica sets and Sharded 

clusters are combined by the MongoDB users which provides 

high levels of redundancy of data set which are transparent 

for application. 

MongoDB supports sharding through the 

configuration of a sharded cluster. Sharded cluster includes 

three components which are: shards, query routers and config 

servers[1]. 

 
Fig. 1.Deployment Architecture 

Shards are used to store the data which is used to provide high 

availability and data consistency. In a production sharded 

cluster, each shard is a replica set. 

 Query Routers interface with client applications and 

direct operations to the appropriate shard or shards. The 

query router processes and targets operations to shards 

and then returns results to the clients. To divide client 

request load, Sharded cluster can have more than one 

query router. Query router receives the request sent by 

client. Most sharded clusters can have many query 

routers. 

 Config servers The cluster’s metadata are stored by 

config servers. Mapping of the cluster’s shards is 

contained in this data. The metadata is used by query 

router to transfer operations to specific shards. 

Production sharded clusters have exactly 3 config 

servers. 

III. FEATURES 

1) Flexibility 

JSON is used to store MongoDB data in document format. 

This document does not contain any schema and maps to 

native programming language types rich query language. 

B. Rich Query Language 

It gives the feature of RDBMS what we are used to with 

additional features of its own. Dynamic queries, upsert(i.e. 

document is updated if it is present, else inserted), easy 

aggregation, secondary indexes, sorting, rich updates are few 

RDBMS features. The flexibility and scalability are the 

additional ones. 

C. Sharding 

Autosharding allow us to scale our cluster linearly by adding 

more machines. To scale our cluster linearly by adding more 

machines, Auto-Shard is there. The important part of the 

system is efficiency which can be possible by this. This helps 

when load is increased on web site. 

D. Ease of use 

Installation, use, maintain and configuration are the easy task. 
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E. High Performance 

It provides high performance data persistence. Embedded 

document support reduces I/O activity on database system. 

Faster query is supported by Indexing. 

F. High Availability 

Replica set is replication facility supported by MongoDB. 

Same dataset is maintained by different servers called replica 

set, which provides automatic redundancy, failover and 

increased data availability. 

Support for multiple storage engines: Multiple 

storage engines like MMAPv1 storage engine and Wired 

Tiger storage engine are supported by it. It also supports 

pluggable storage engine API that allows third party to 

develop storage engine for MongoDB. 

Table 1 shows the terms and the concepts of two 

different types of database relational database such as 

MySQL and NOSQL database, here MongoDB[2]. 

Relational database MongoDB database 

Fixed schema Schema less 

Table Collection 

Rows , Columns Documents 

Joins Embedded Documents 

Vertical scaling Vertical & horizontal scaling 

Table 1: Terms & Concepts in Two DBs. 

Query Relational database MongoDB database 

Create 

Comma

nd 

CREATE TABLE 

tbl_name ( col_name1 

datatype, col_name2 

datatype) 

No need for defining 

schema 

Insert 

Comma

nd 

INSERT INTO 

tbl_name (col_name1, 

col_name2) VALUES 

( value1,value2) 

db.collection_name. 

insert ( { name1: 

value1, name2: 

value2} ) 

Delete 

Comma

nd 

DELETE FROM 

tbl_name WHERE 

(condition) 

db.collection_name.

remove 

({condition}) 

Select 

Comma

nd 

SELECT col_name 

FROM tbl_name 

db.collection_name(

{},{condition}) 

 

Table 2: Comparison of Two Different Databases 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The growing needs of today’s technical world has given rise 

to the need of database which can store heterogeneous type 

of data, which includes structured, unstructured and semi 

structured data. Easy to use data are stored in documents and 

dynamic data can be easily stored into them. The documents 

are not dependent, so it improves the performance and 

decreases the side effects of concurrency. MongoDB is an 

open source tool of this category of database. This paper 

highlights some features and categorization of NOSQL. Here 

we have seen MongoDB. How JSON is used to represent data 

is shown. The queries in relational database and MongoDB 

are compared in this paper. 
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